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Some myths about computer science



ˆ Computer scientists know how to repair computers.



It’s their job.
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Some myths about computer science



ˆ Computer scientists know how to repair computers.



It’s their job. ˆ Computer science = programming.
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Some myths about computer science



ˆ Computer scientists know how to repair computers.



It’s their job. ˆ Computer science = programming.



Do not forget there is “science” in “computer science.” In my opinion, it is better phrased as the “Science of Computing.” Of course, people in computer science have a tendency to be able to “repair” computers and to do programming. But I will try to show you a different face of computer science.
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Definition of computing What is a computation? ˆ calculating 38 ∗ 42 − 1209/69? ˆ finding air circulation around the wing of a plane? ˆ recognizing the face of someone known?



How do you compute? ˆ using pen and paper? ˆ using a calculator? ˆ using a computer? ˆ using your brain?
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Definition of computing What is a computation? ˆ calculating 38 ∗ 42 − 1209/69? ˆ finding air circulation around the wing of a plane? ˆ recognizing the face of someone known?



How do you compute? ˆ using pen and paper? ˆ using a calculator? ˆ using a computer? ˆ using your brain?



à The imaginary model of Turing Machines. 7 / 24 F. Bouchez (IISc)
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Turing machines Named after Alan Turing, “father” of the first computers in WWII. Imaginary device invented years before the first modern computer as we know it.



A Turing machine It consists of: ˆ a semi-infinite tape of 0 or 1 ˆ a reading/writing head ˆ a finite number of states
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Turing machines (2): how powerful? What can a Turing machine do? In short: everything!
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Turing machines (2): how powerful? What can a Turing machine do? In short: everything! In fact, we compare programming languages, computing models, actual machines to Turing machines. If they are fully functional, they are called Turing-complete.
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Turing machines (2): how powerful? What can a Turing machine do? In short: everything! In fact, we compare programming languages, computing models, actual machines to Turing machines. If they are fully functional, they are called Turing-complete. Extension to Turing machines: ˆ more than one tape ˆ bigger alphabet ˆ multiple heads on each tape This does not make machines more “powerful.” Only maybe “faster” or easier to “program.”
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Turing machines (2): how powerful? What can a Turing machine do? In short: everything! In fact, we compare programming languages, computing models, actual machines to Turing machines. If they are fully functional, they are called Turing-complete. Extension to Turing machines: ˆ more than one tape ˆ bigger alphabet ˆ multiple heads on each tape This does not make machines more “powerful.” Only maybe “faster” or easier to “program.”



Example Unary multiplication on a 3-tape Turing machine. 9 / 24 F. Bouchez (IISc)
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Turing machines (3): what for?



In fact, all modern computers are Turing machines. They have hard disks so big they are considered infinite, which can be read and written and have a CPU to decide where and what to read/write. Turing machines are a very simple model that is as powerful as any computer. Makes things easier to define what can be computed or not.
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Decidable or undecidable? Problems can be separated in two categories. Decidable problems: it is possible to give an answer “yes” or “no.” Undecidable problems: you can’t decide if it is “yes” or “no” ! (maybe ??)
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Decidable or undecidable? Problems can be separated in two categories. Decidable problems: it is possible to give an answer “yes” or “no.” Undecidable problems: you can’t decide if it is “yes” or “no” ! (maybe ??)



Problem (Halt problem.) Given a program P and some data d, will the computation P(d) stop? The halt problem is undecidable: it is impossible to compute, for any program P, whether this program will stop over data d or not.
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Informal proof of the halt problem A program is a number, they can be numbered: P1 , P2 , . . . , Pn , . . .
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Informal proof of the halt problem A program is a number, they can be numbered: P1 , P2 , . . . , Pn , . . . Suppose a program solves the halt problem, then there exists h s.t.: ( 1 if Pn (d) stops Ph (n, d) = 0 else
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Informal proof of the halt problem A program is a number, they can be numbered: P1 , P2 , . . . , Pn , . . . Suppose a program solves the halt problem, then there exists h s.t.: ( 1 if Pn (d) stops Ph (n, d) = 0 else Let us construct another program, Px so that: ( 1 if Ph (n, n) = 0 Px (n) = ∞ loop if Ph (n, n) = 1
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Informal proof of the halt problem A program is a number, they can be numbered: P1 , P2 , . . . , Pn , . . . Suppose a program solves the halt problem, then there exists h s.t.: ( 1 if Pn (d) stops Ph (n, d) = 0 else Let us construct another program, Px so that: ( 1 if Ph (n, n) = 0 i.e., Pn (n) does not stop Px (n) = ∞ loop if Ph (n, n) = 1 i.e., Pn (n) stops Now what is the result of Px (x)? ˆ Px (x) = 1
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Informal proof of the halt problem A program is a number, they can be numbered: P1 , P2 , . . . , Pn , . . . Suppose a program solves the halt problem, then there exists h s.t.: ( 1 if Pn (d) stops Ph (n, d) = 0 else Let us construct another program, Px so that: ( 1 if Ph (n, n) = 0 i.e., Pn (n) does not stop Px (n) = ∞ loop if Ph (n, n) = 1 i.e., Pn (n) stops Now what is the result of Px (x)? ˆ Px (x) = 1 ⇐⇒ Ph (x, x) = 0
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Some consequences of the halt problem ˆ There will never be a program that can guarantee that



another program will not enter an infinite loop. ˆ There will never be a program that can check if another



program is correct. ˆ There will never be a fully optimizing compiler. Theorem of full employment of compiler researchers.
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Of course, some of these questions can be solved for particular instances. But not for any program.
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Some consequences of the halt problem ˆ There will never be a program that can guarantee that



another program will not enter an infinite loop. ˆ There will never be a program that can check if another



program is correct. ˆ There will never be a fully optimizing compiler. Theorem of full employment of compiler researchers.



Of course, some of these questions can be solved for particular instances. But not for any program. Before trying to solve a problem, better to know first whether or not it is undecidable. . . Hopefully, most real-life problems are decidable. 14 / 24 F. Bouchez (IISc)
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Complexity of problems



Knowing we can compute a problem is a thing. Knowing how much time it takes is something else. We will now see two categories of decidable problems. P problems are called Polynomial. NP problems are called Non-Polynomial
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Complexity of problems



Knowing we can compute a problem is a thing. Knowing how much time it takes is something else. We will now see two categories of decidable problems. P problems are called Polynomial. NP problems are called “problems whose solution can be verified in polynomial time.”
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Complexity of problems



Knowing we can compute a problem is a thing. Knowing how much time it takes is something else. We will now see two categories of decidable problems. P problems are called Polynomial. NP problems are called “problems whose solution can be verified in polynomial time.” So, all P problems are also in NP. But the converse is not true.
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Examples of P and NP problems



Example (Array reduction) Given a finite array A of n elements, compute the sum of all elements of A.
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Examples of P and NP problems



Example (Array reduction) Given a finite array A of n elements, compute the sum of all elements of A. This is easily done in n steps using an accumulator. The time taken to compute the reduction increases linearly with n. The problem can be solved with this linear algorithm. The complexity is denoted O(n). Hence, it is polynomial (in P).
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Examples of P and NP problems (2)



Example (Array sort) Given a finite array A of n elements, order all elements of A in increasing order.
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Examples of P and NP problems (2)



Example (Array sort) Given a finite array A of n elements, order all elements of A in increasing order. Walk through A, swapping elements whenever the second is smaller than the first. Repeat this n times. The complexity is quadratic: it is denoted O(n2 ). This problem is also in P.
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Examples of P and NP problems (3) Example (Travelling Salesman Problem) A salesman must visit n cities and come back to its starting point. Find the order of visit that minimizes the distance travelled / travelling cost / travelling time. . .
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Examples of P and NP problems (3) Example (Travelling Salesman Problem) A salesman must visit n cities and come back to its starting point. Find the order of visit that minimizes the distance travelled / travelling cost / travelling time. . . Choose a path and compute its length. Repeat this for all paths and keep the smallest. How many paths are there ? Suppose there are p(n) paths for n cities. Given a path, add a new city. There are n possibilities. So p(n + 1) = n × p(n), i.e., p(n + 1) = n × (n − 1) × (n − 2) × · · · × 1 = n!.
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Examples of P and NP problems (3) Example (Travelling Salesman Problem) A salesman must visit n cities and come back to its starting point. Find the order of visit that minimizes the distance travelled / travelling cost / travelling time. . . Choose a path and compute its length. Repeat this for all paths and keep the smallest. How many paths are there ? Suppose there are p(n) paths for n cities. Given a path, add a new city. There are n possibilities. So p(n + 1) = n × p(n), i.e., p(n + 1) = n × (n − 1) × (n − 2) × · · · × 1 = n!. This algorithm is exponential in n: O(nn ). Maybe this problem is not in P? 19 / 24 F. Bouchez (IISc)
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Did we try hard enough? Suppose you work in a company. Your boss asks you to solve problem X . You don’t find any polynomial solution. What do you want to tell your boss?
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Did we try hard enough? Suppose you work in a company. Your boss asks you to solve problem X . You don’t find any polynomial solution. What do you want to tell your boss? 1. I can’t solve it because I’m too stupid. 2. I can’t solve it because the problem is too difficult. 3. I can’t solve it, but many bright people cannot solve it too!
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Did we try hard enough? Suppose you work in a company. Your boss asks you to solve problem X . You don’t find any polynomial solution. What do you want to tell your boss? 1. I can’t solve it because I’m too stupid. 2. I can’t solve it because the problem is too difficult. 3. I can’t solve it, but many bright people cannot solve it too! NP-complete problems help you say the third answer. These are NP problems that nobody knows how to solve in polynomial time. TSP is NP-complete.
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NP-complete problems NP-complete problems are all “equivalent:” if a polynomial solution were to be found for one of them, they would all be in P. But this is difficult. . . To prove your problem X is also NP-complete, i.e., “difficult,” you need to reduce it to an existing NP-complete problem.
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NP-complete problems NP-complete problems are all “equivalent:” if a polynomial solution were to be found for one of them, they would all be in P. But this is difficult. . . To prove your problem X is also NP-complete, i.e., “difficult,” you need to reduce it to an existing NP-complete problem. Starting from 3-SAT, many problem were found NP-complete: ˆ TSP ˆ graph coloring ˆ bin packing ˆ knapsack problem ˆ etc. F. Bouchez (IISc)
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NP-complete problems NP-complete problems are all “equivalent:” if a polynomial solution were to be found for one of them, they would all be in P. But this is difficult. . . To prove your problem X is also NP-complete, i.e., “difficult,” you need to reduce it to an existing NP-complete problem. Starting from 3-SAT, many problem were found NP-complete: ˆ TSP ˆ graph coloring



Big question



ˆ bin packing



Does P = NP?



ˆ knapsack problem ˆ etc. F. Bouchez (IISc)
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Conclusion



To remember, in the order of importance. . . : ˆ Computer scientists do not repair computers. ˆ We are interested in computation problems. ˆ Some problems cannot be computed, they are undecidable. ˆ Decidable problems can be in two categories: ˆ Polynomial problems: we know a polynomial algorithm. ˆ NP-complete problems: we know an exponential algorithm, and nobody knows if there exists a polynomial algorithm.
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That’s all for now
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